gg	THE BALLADS
Hood's reality and for such an early date is the statement of
one Martin Parker, a seventeenth-century writer of broadsides.
His "True Tale of Robin Hood" says that Robin was really.
the Earl of Huntingdon and died in 1198; his epitaph "was to
bee reade within these hundreth yeares, though in old broken
English, much to the same sence and meaning", and it is
quoted as follows:
Robert Earle of Huntington
Lies under this little stone.
No archer like him was so good:
His wildnesse named him Robbin Hood.
Full thirteene years, and something more,
These northerne parts he vexed sore.
Such out-lawes as he and his men
May England never know agen.
"Some other superstitious words were in it, which I thought
fit to leave out" (Child 154). Parker's evidence can hardly
be taken seriously. Similar names turn up again fairly often
in mediaeval documents. Child mentions that a Thomas
Robinhood is one of six witnesses to a grant of 1380 or 1381.
Sir Edmund Chambers summarizes five references5: names
like Robin Hood appear in Sussex in 1296, in Wakefield from
1316 to 1335, at court in 1324, in Sussex again in 1332; and
he thinks it very likely that "the story of the outlaw took its
start from a Robin Hood who in 1354 was in prison awaiting
his trial for trespass of vert and venison in the forest of Rock-
ingham in Northants". Professor Bruce Dickins has pointed
out to me two further references: in the Great Roll of the
Pipe for 1230 a Robertus Hood fugitivus is mentioned, and
the Monk Bretton Cartulary for 1332 refers to the "Stone of
Robin Hood".6 There are no means by which any of these
can be identified with the hero of the ballads. It even looks
as if Robin Hood was a fairly common name, perhaps one
used generically for outlaws in the thirteenth and fourteenth
centuries. The ballads themselves provide no proof that
Robin Hood was a historical figure: there are no incidents

